MONITOR UPDATE - TIME CRISIS

This update is to be used when there is a gun registration problem that may occur when changing to the Time Crisis game or when changing the monitor chassis or the monitor.

Either one of the following monitor models can be used. The WGM2774-U0GS42H is the current model as of 3/99.

**WGM2720-U0GS03G**

1. Change R700 to 4.7K ohm 0.25W.
2. If picture is mirrored then reverse the yoke leads.
3. The original chassis used was 054A2391-013.
4. The original neck board was 054A2391-011.

**WGM2774-U0GS42H**

1. This is the replacement monitor for the above U2000 monitor.
2. The chassis for this model is 054A7401-007.
3. The neck board for this model is 054A7401-008.
4. Change R700 to 4.7K ohms 0.25W.